
WELCOME MESSAGE   

I am pleased to announce that Dr. Thaddeus Boucree has joined my practice. I am 

excited to bring aboard an associate who is not only a highly qualified and trained 

maxillofacial surgeon and plastic surgeon, but who is a remarkable individual.  

With the commemoration of the 20th anniversary of my practice and the move to our 

new office location, I wanted to find an associate who not only was highly qualified but 

one who would be a good fit in the practice. A few months ago, I met the “right” doctor!  

I first noticed Dr. Boucree at a medical staff meeting at St. Barnabas Medical Center. I 

immediately noticed his big smile and welcoming personality.  As we talked, I was 

impressed with his education, training and credential, but more so with how he 

articulated his philosophy on patient care. It was then that I knew we were kindred 

spirits. We both share the same philosophy and approach to patient care. This 

serendipitous meeting proved to be a pathway to meet his goals and mine. 

Rest assured you are in good and capable hands with Dr. Boucree. His training and 

dual specializations as a maxillofacial surgeon and plastic surgeon have precisely 

prepared him for the delicate reconstructive and cosmetic procedures of the face. His 

experience in performing complex reconstructive procedures to restore wholeness and 

aesthetic contour to his patient’s faces, breasts and bodies impacted by injury and 

cancer is truly impressive. 

Dr. Boucree finds restoring a person’s body and helping them reclaim their self-image to 

be very gratifying.  With this goal in mind, he desires to utilize his skills and passion to 

help men and women achieve their aesthetic goals.  

I am truly grateful that I have been blessed with wonderful patients, a loyal office staff 

and the opportunity to provide aesthetic and reconstructive services to my patients.  I 

look forward to personally introducing you to Dr. Boucree.   

 

Sheila Bond, MD 

Medical Director  

 

Learn more about Dr. Boucree’s education, training, and advanced surgical training by 

clicking on this link.  Also, read his interview.  

 


